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10Abstract
11In this paper, we argue that how we use theories may be preventing us from developing a deeper
12understanding of computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) contexts. We focus the
13argument on our understanding of orchestration processes and draw on common theories to show
14how they prioritize a mono-ecological approach: the examination of collaborative processes at a
15single level of an ecological system. We argue that doing so prevents us from seeing the full
16complexity of the types of decisions that teachers and learners make when implementing
17collaborative learning activities in technologically enhanced, real-world contexts. To address this
18problem, we propose a micro-ecological framework that recognizes collaborative learning as a
19complex, cognitively nested, ecological phenomenon and analyzes interactions in a way that
20aligns with this view. Our approach focuses on the microanalysis of interactions between
21individuals, learning objects, the small group, and the classroom community. The purpose of this
22analysis is to identify critical points in the learning process where actions at one level of cognitive
23activity propagate to influence other levels of individual and joint activity. We call these events
24transecological disruptions. We argue that these disruptions can provide opportunities to under-
25stand how the learning ecology develops over time through teacher orchestration and learner
26engagement. To illustrate our framework, we pursue the following research question: “How can a
27micro-ecological framework help us better understand the CSCL ecology?”

28Keywords Theoretical frameworks Q2. Ecologicalsystems.Orchestration.Evaluation.Andmethods
29

30Towards a micro-ecological approach to analyzing orchestration in CSCL

31In their article, Wise and Schwarz (2017) synthesize the perspectives of the Computer
32Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) community through a conversational narrative that
33debates eight themes as provocations that currently engage our field. The purpose of the paper
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34was to serve as a point of reflection, to provoke discussion around problems that may interfere
35with the larger goals of our community. One of these provocations, the fourth provocation, was
36titled “The co-habitation of analytical and interpretative approaches in CSCL is actually a
37situation of co-alienation that cannot be surmounted” (Wise and Schwarz 2017, pg. 436).
38Within this section the two fictional speakers, the Provocateur and Conciliator, discuss the
39diverse theoretical and methodological approaches that exist in our field as both points of
40strength and weakness. The strength resides in the diversity of ideas and approaches our
41community has as a means to innovate, create, problem solve, and inform. The weakness
42resides in the epistemological biases that our theoretical predispositions create. Wise and
43Schwarz emphasized how these biases can lead to polarization within a community, but we
44want to discuss how these biases can interfere with how we examine collaborative activity.
45Our theoretical leanings can influence what we choose to study, at what level we examine
46it, and how we examine it. Our community has a history of prioritizing the study of cognitive
47learning processes at the individual level of analysis and of rigorously analyzing smaller pieces
48of a larger ecological system. We do this even when examining complex nested phenomenon
49like teacher orchestration practices. We argue that these common methodological practices can
50prevent us from fully understanding how a CSCL ecology develops and therefore prevent us
51from better understanding how different orchestration processes can impact a community.
52In this paper, we extend the discussion started by Wise and Schwarz to examine problems
53associated with how we currently use theory to guide analysis of CSCL contexts. We focus on
54teacher orchestration processes because understanding and supporting these processes is
55gaining increasing attention in CSCL. We propose a micro-ecological approach for analyzing
56CSCL contexts and the embedded orchestration processes. We then analyze a case to show
57how such analyses can help us to see CSCL activities in a more robust and ecologically
58meaningful way, and finally discuss the implications of a micro-ecological approach for
59teacher professional development.

60The importance of CSCL orchestration

61Collaboration entails that a group of people share, collectively think about, expand on, and
62negotiate their ideas for the purpose of creating something new: new ideas, new ways of
63thinking, novel solutions to problems, or collective artifacts that did not exist in the head of any
64participating individual or in the cultural artifacts the group had access to prior to collaboration
65(Roschelle and Teasley 1995; Stahl 2006). Collaboration is a collective cognitive endeavor that
66is hard, requires sustained effort from participants to work well, and is prone to breakdowns
67caused by different socio-emotional, cognitive, metacognitive, and socio-metacognitive prob-
68lems (Barron 2003; Borge et al. 2018; Kerr and Tindale 2004; Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006).
69Thus, it is not surprising there are many known issues that arise during collaborative
70interactions. For example, students can fight over materials or dominate conversations; they
71can fail to negotiate ideas or regulate activity (Hogan 1999; Zurita and Nussbaum 2004); or
72they might not feel psychologically safe (Edmondson 1999) to share their ideas and mistakes
73with the community.
74Collaborative issues can lead to off-task behavior, negative social interactions, and the
75disintegration of a group, especially in classrooms with a high number of students with little
76collaborative experience (Borge and White 2016). When adding technology, this difficulty can
77and usually does increase as problems emerging from technology use are added to existing
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78social issues, such as inability to use a program, connectivity issues, system crashes, or fights
79over who controls the technology. Effective orchestration can increase the likelihood of
80positive learning outcomes, but requires adaptability and flexibility on the part of the teacher,
81who is largely responsible for the orchestration (Dillenbourg et al. 2009). For this reason, the
82orchestration of CSCL activities has been getting increasing attention (Dillenbourg et al. 2009;
83Dimitriadis 2012; Roschelle et al. 2013).
84Dillenbourg et al. (2009) explain that orchestrating learning in CSCL contexts is a complex
85process requiring the coordination of multiple activities at multiple levels of interaction. For
86example, there is a need to orchestrate learning activities, use of scaffolds, regulatory activities,
87and motivation at the level of the individual, small group, and classroom community. As such,
88different elements of a classroom system can interact with each other in real-time in a variety
89of complex ways.
90Dillenbourg et al. (2009) discuss the practical and methodological challenges posed by
91orchestration. Practical challenges include determining how to best orchestrate collaborative
92activities, how and when to scaffold or support different types of processes (cognitive, social,
93and metacognitive) across different social planes (individual, group, and community).
94Dillenbourg et al. also point out that the diversity of methodological practices that exist in
95our field make the accumulation of knowledge on CSCL orchestration difficult. There is a
96question of how to conduct basic research on orchestration, when the phenomenon is so
97complex and has so many interacting factors. Dillenbourg et al. explain that there is a tension
98between real-world, design-based studies and controlled studies. We argue that the problem is
99even more complex than that.
100Common CSCL theories and methods can help us to understand how learning can occur at
101one level of interaction within a larger ecological system, at the mono-ecological level. This is
102because we focus our methodological and analytical lens on the examination of one level of
103interaction within a larger, more complex system, e.g., the individual as they move through
104different interactional levls. As such, even when our research includes data from multiple
105levels of interaction, we primarily investigate these levels independently of each other by
106examining how one level may impact another, i.e., how community values impact group
107learning processes. We do not examine interactions across levels, i.e. how community values,
108group learning processes, and individual activity impact each other over time. Investigating
109these different levels of interaction independently from each other may interfere with our
110ability to understand, or even observe, how actions at one level of activity can propagate
111accross levels to influence trans-level activity: activity across levels in an ecological system. A
112better understanding of trans-level interactions may be necessary in order for teachers and
113students to learn how to manage their interactions so as to promote more positive collaborative
114learning contexts.

115Methodological challenges posed by common theoretical frameworks

116The Learning Sciences, including CSCL, emerged from multiple disciplines and epistemic
117traditions, integrating a range of theoretical frameworks from which to study learning. The
118frameworks listed in Table 1 are among the most commonly used in CSCL: information
119processing, constructivism, social constructivism/sociocultural, and group cognition. These
120frameworks emerged from theoretical roots with different theoretical assumptions about the
121nature of knowledge, which resulted in differences with regard to perceived units of analysis
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122and ways to measure learning. Common assessments in CSCL have prioritized the examina-
123tion of learning processes at an individual level.
124Theoretical leanings influence methodological approaches. Researchers who adopt construc-
125tivist and cognitive theories conceptualize learning as occurring within the mind of individuals as
126they interact with the external world. From this perspective, the goal is to create optimal
127interactions between the individual and the external world to produce learning and development.
128As such, they may examine the utility of an intervention by measuring individual pre-post
129learning outcomes that arise from different forms of scripting, scaffolding, or interaction.
130Social constructivist and socio-cultural perspectives in CSCL recognize that cognition is a
131nested phenomenon, yet still prioritize one level of analysis. For example, Arvaja Q3(2007) used a
132socio-cultural lens to examine the contextual nature of collaborative knowledge construction. To
133do so, she analyzed groups’ web-based discussions to determine how they used language to
134construct knowledge and how they used cultural resources, i.e., course materials, previous
135experiences, etc., to support this knowledge construction. Thus, Arvaja (2007) recognized that
136multiple levels of cognition were in play during group knowledge construction, but was interested
137in understanding how these different levels influenced cognition at the level of the group.

t1:1 Table 1 A summary of learning theories in CSCL that focus on cognition at different levels of scale

t1:2 Theory Theoretical assumptions Unit of analysis Most common assessment

t1:3 Information processing Cognition and learning occur
as a function of
psychological and
biological mechanisms
within the brain.

Individual processes
occurring within
the brain.

Individual measurement
of acquired knowledge
and skills before and
after collaborative
processes: reaction
times, recall.

t1:4 Constructivism Cognition and learning occur
as a function of individual
construction of knowledge
based on previous
experiences and
existing knowledge

Individual processes
occurring between
individuals or
between individuals
and objects.

Individual measurement
of cognitive growth
after collaborative
processes: assessments
of conceptual change,
performance tests in
authentic contexts.

t1:5 Social constructivism/
sociocultural

Cognition and learning occur
as a function of the
individual’s gradual
internalization and
appropriation of cultural
beliefs, norms,
expectations, practices,
and value systems.

Collective processes
occurring between
individuals, between
individuals and
objects, within groups,
or within communities.

Individual measurement
of changes in discourse
patterns, identity, social
practices or artifact use.

t1:6 Group cognition Cognition and learning occur
at different levels,
individual (cognition),
group (group cognition)
and community
(practices), At the level of
the group, individuals
externalize individual
thought through
language and create new,
shared understanding
and knowledge.

Group processes
occurring through
language or through
the creation of shared
knowledge artifacts.

Collective changes in
discourse patterns,
social practices, or
artifact use. More
specific focus on the
development of
discussion, than
the individual’s
contributions.
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138Group-cognition theory, also recognizes the nested nature of collaboration, but focuses
139primarily on the level of the small group, through case study analyses of collaborative, group
140communication processes (Stahl 2013). In explaining why deeper analyses of the small group
141is necessary, Stahl (2013) explains that cognition exists at multiple levels of analysis, as
142different forms of thought. At the individual level, this form of thought occurs as individual
143cognition. At the group level, there is a collective form of thought that is group cognition.
144Finally, at the level of the community, thought occurs as common practices that are passed
145down, maintained, and modified by the community. While all these levels are nested, group
146learning outcomes cannot be captured by individual learning outcomes, because shared
147(group) knowledge emerges from contributions spread across the group: “the meaning that
148is created is not a cognitive property of individual minds but a characteristic of group dialogue”
149(Stahl 2006, pg. 6–7). The situated nature of group cognition also implies that ideas and
150knowledge developed at a certain place and point in time may not be remembered later by any
151individual member; the group is more than the sum of its parts. However, knowledge created
152by the group can impact individuals and the community (Stahl 2006). Since the majority of
153what we know about collaborative learning has been conducted at the level of the individual,
154Stahl argues that we need to begin to prioritize the level of the small group (Stahl 2006, 2013).
155As such, Group-cognition theory recognizes the ecology in which groups operate, but primar-
156ily as a constraint that impacts the dialogical voices of individuals that enter the shared
157cognitive space where collaboration takes place (Stahl 2013).
158The learning theories summarized in Table 1, along with their most common forms of
159assessment, have been successful in helping us to develop understanding of specific forms of
160learning. Nonetheless, concerns have been raised about constraints imposed by these theoret-
161ical stances (e.g. Barron et al. 2009; Järvelä et al. 2010; Mercier and Higgins 2015) and how
162research and development of innovative learning environments may be stalled or stymied by
163these constraints (e.g. Akkerman et al. 2007; Nathan and Alibali 2010).
164Our main concerns are that our use of theories have not helped us to examine how cognitive
165processes develop across levels of activity and social interaction, and that we prioritize the
166learning of domain content over other forms of socio-emotional or metacognitive learning.
167Epistemologies guide the theoretical frame we use to examine learning, but can also interfere
168with our ability to identify the existence of, and interaction between, key interactional
169moments that occur at different levels of analysis in a single project or point in time. There
170is a problem in prioritizing individual or group cognitive learning factors over other critical
171factors in the orchestration process, i.e. metacognitive and socioemotional factors at differing
172levels of interaction (Dillenbourg et al. 2009). In doing so, we are unable to see the full
173complexity of the types of decisions that teachers make when implementing collaborative
174learning activities in technologically enhanced, real-world contexts. Moreover, we also do not
175see the role that the learners play in the orchestration process.

176The learning ecology

177Not all learning contexts allow for collaborative learning to take place. Instructional practices,
178value systems, and forms of technology use can help or hinder collaborative processes (Clegg
179et al. 2013; Grant 2009; Guzdial et al. 2002; Hmelo et al. 1998). Collaborative learning and
180problem solving is hard work and requires a great deal of cognitive effort from those
181participating to promote positive outcomes (Barron 2003; Borge and White 2016; Borge
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182et al. 2018; Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006). In order for students to put forth the effort to build and
183maintain healthy collaborative interactions they need a systemic culture of support where
184activities, technologies, and value systems all align to promote collaborative learning goals
185(Guzdial et al. 2002; Hmelo et al. 1998). Thus, key moments that arise during collaborative
186activities that impact multiple levels (i.e., individual, group, and community) can be essential
187to the creation and maintenance of the type of learning ecology where collaborative predis-
188positions thrive (Schwarz et al. 2018; Damşa and Ludvigsen 2016).
189Within a technologically enhanced collaborative learning context, there exists an
190individual-technology-group-community ecology. Individuals interact with technology
191as part of a small cognitive system (Norman 1986, 2013) and how this interaction plays
192out can impact group processes. For example, if a technology is too difficult to use, it
193could frustrate the user, increase negativity for the team, and interfere with task com-
194pletion. Similarly, groups are systems that can impact how individuals interact with
195technology: whether they have equal access to technology or include everyone in
196discussions around technology use, stay on task, etc. Individuals and groups can also
197impact the larger community system. An easy example is the disruptive individual or
198group. Individuals or groups that regularly engage in dysfunctional social processes that
199stress the teacher or distract the rest of the community from learning can interfere with
200deeper learning by continually interrupting learning activity. Individuals and groups can
201also positively impact a community by engaging deeply with content, empathizing with
202peers, and helping the community overcome obstacles. The community also has the
203potential to impact individuals, groups, and their interactions with technology depending
204on the rules the community sets, the value systems they promote, and how the commu-
205nity decides to distribute responsibility across the community members. Each of these
206systems interacts with the others to influence a variety of cognitive, metacognitive, and
207socio-emotional outcomes, yet few studies examine collaboration across these systems as
208they occur to see how they impact each other.
209In these learning contexts, teachers have the potential to impact all of these forms of
210interactions as the creators and facilitators of community values, rules, and responsibilities.
211They orchestrate learning processes, tasks, and problem resolution within the community. As
212such their feedback can significantly alter all of these systems.
213Teacher orchestration is an important factor in collaborative contexts that has been
214getting increasing attention in CSCL (Dillenbourg et al. 2009; Dimitriadis 2012). As
215discussed, teacher orchestration processes have been described as a complex endeavor
216whereby the teacher has to manage and coordinate multiple activities occurring at
217multiple social levels at the same time (Dillenbourg et al. 2009). Yet, even when
218examining complex processes, like orchestration, researchers have still prioritized the
219individual cognitive level of the system. For example, researchers have examined the
220cognitive load of teachers as they work to orchestrate CSCL activities (Prieto et al. 2015;
221Sharma et al. 2017), teacher gaze patterns (Dessus et al. 2016), the impact of techno-
222logically enhanced monitoring support (Chounta and Avouris 2016; Rodríguez-Triana
223et al. 2017) and adaptive guidance for the purpose of enhancing individual students’
224conceptual learning (Schwarz et al. 2018). Studies that examine learning processes and
225outcomes in a more ecologically valid way, across the classroom ecology created by
226these interacting systems, would help identify the types of skills and knowledge that
227teachers would need to effectively support technologically enhanced collaborative
228contexts among different populations.
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229Towards an ecological approach in CSCL

230Nathan and Alibali (2010) argue that methodologically and conceptually, our current research
231practices interfere with our ability to provide a more wholistic understanding of learning
232processes. Nathan and Alibali push us to reconsider what we examine, and how we examine it,
233as part of research. They have argued for the need to combine elemental research that examines
234classic cognitive and neural processes with systemic research approaches that examine macro
235level processes like teacher training and classroom social interactions. They point out that our
236inability to link theoretically and methodologically disparate research creates obstacles for our
237collective understanding of learning processes across differing levels of scale. They propose a
238framework that looks at learning across different timescales: from the 10−2 scale of biological
239processes which includes activity up to a second, to the 10 7 scale which includes learning at the
240level of months and beyond, all the way to what they refer to as tran-scales which look at
241interactions between systems in a more ecological way. They argue that their framework provides
242a systematic way to “scale up” studies in order to examine similar phenomenon from multiple
243time scales. However, their framework places ecological models at the highest time-scale and they
244propose these types of studies can be done through historical analysis of systems or through other
245forms of meta-analysis research. This is not how we envision an ecological framework.
246We use the term “ecological framework” to describe a conceptual framework that is
247grounded in the idea that cognition, including thinking and learning processes, is an ecological
248phenomenon. In contrast to theories that consider cognition as located solely within the
249participant’s head or that prioritize interactions at one level of scale, we argue that cognition
250exists within and between these boundaries and should therefore be analyzed in a more
251ecological way. Furthermore, like Herrenkohl and Mertl (2010), we argue that cognition
252should be seen as more than the ability to understand and use knowledge and tools. We also
253need to examine different types of learning skills and knowledge that are being developed,
254including socio-emotional, cognitive, metacognitive, and domain specific.
255The idea that learning and development are ecological is well established in developmental
256psychology. Bronfenbrenner’s work (Bronfenbrenner 1974, 1977) has been particularly influ-
257ential, though often misunderstood (Tudge et al. 2016). In his early work, he described the
258ecological environment to be “a nested arrangement of structures each contained within the
259next” (Bronfenbrenner 1977, pg. 514). He then named and defined each structure: the
260microsystem, which contains the developing child and their immediate interactions with other
261actors in one setting (i.e., a home or classroom); the mesosystem, which describes interrela-
262tions between microsystems; exosystems, which are other formal and informal structures that
263do not contain the child, but influence their microsystems (i.e., media, local government,
264parent’s workplace); and macrosystems, which are the larger cultural or governmental systemic
265patterns that can explicitly or implicitly influence the ideologies, customs, and laws of a
266society. In his later work, time, (the chronosystem) was also a factor, because when things
267occur in time can influence the developmental ecology (Bronfenbrenner 1986).
268We acknowledge the existence of these systems and believe CSCL research would benefit
269from a more general ecological approach, but the ecological experiment as described by
270Bronfenbrenner is not the focus of this paper. We build on Bronfenbrenner’s idea of nested
271systems and the ecology of the developmental process. However, unlike Bronfenbrenner,
272whose work is experimental in nature and focused on individual outcomes, we are invested
273in the deep analysis of dialogical processes that occur at the level of the microsystem for the
274purpose of examining collective learning outcomes.
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275Unlike other theoretical approaches that prioritize one level of scale between individuals,
276learning objects, the small group, and the learning community, a micro-ecological approach
277focuses on the microanalysis of interactions between and accross these elements as a means to
278identify key points in the learning and orchestration process where different cognitive systems
279interact with each other to modify activity, which we define as transecological disruptions.
280The decisions made by different actors during transecological disruptions have potential to
281help or hinder collaborative learning across different levels. As such, we argue that
282transecological disruptions can shed light on how and why CSCL contexts can lead to a
283variety of different learning outcomes.

284An example of a micro-ecological approach

285In order to show how a micro-ecological framework can help us to unpack a CSCL context
286and the orchestration processes that result, we present a case from an after-school design club
287program for 3rd to 6th grade students. This case was selected and transcribed because a variety
288of events occurred where problems and solutions interacted between different nested systems
289existing within the microsystem. Teacher orchestration throughout these interactions was taken
290on by club facilitators. Facilitators and students played key roles in how interactions played out
291and these interactions resulted in powerful learning outcomes across the nested systems. The
292events that unfolded during this session were also retold by older students to new students in
293future semesters that followed as new students joined the community.
294The club members were students, eight to 12 years of age, who enrolled in the afterschool
295club at the beginning of the fall semester as part of a larger collection of afterschool programs
296run by the school. The club ran once per week for 1.5 h. There were 16 students enrolled, 43%
297female and 50% students of color. There were three facilitators: F1, a senior graduate student
298who was leading the session on that day; F2, the supervising faculty member, and a third
299novice graduate student that was primarily observing and planning to lead the end of day
300reflection. At this point in the semester, the teams had completed a Lego design, a garden for a
301fictional family, and had evaluated the quality of the design based on a profile of the family
302that included desired activities, needs, wants, constraints, etc. They had identified flaws in their
303design, created a revised plan for building the garden in a virtual (Minecraft) world, and had
304begun the building process.
305Each session was roughly structured as follows: facilitators would introduce the days’
306activities by reflecting on the previous session and setting goals for the current session; teams
307would be given laptops; teams would work on their projects; facilitators would observe teams
308and help when needed; facilitators would end the session with a whole class reflection about
309the days’ events. We will first present a narrative of the events told at the community level,
310followed by an micro-ecological analysis.
311On this day, the community experienced a series of issues that prevented them from
312working on their semester project. The lead facilitator, F1, began the day with a whole class
313reflection, before handing out the technology and letting the groups begin their work. Soon the
314community realized that the university server that stored their creations and allowed them all to
315interact in the same Minecraft world was not working. One of the facilitators, F2, said she
316would handle the issue. So, the learners went on their computers to play online games while
317she resolved the issue. Then the other facilitator, F1, encouraged the kids to use their
318computers to go online and figure out how to create a local server that everyone could join.
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319So, all the kids attempted to figure out how to do so. A short while later, F2 figured out how to
320create a local server, told the community how to do so, and encouraged each team to play in
321their own Minecraft world, to explore features in Minecraft that they could apply to their
322project later. All went well for a while, until F2 heard screaming. She asked the community
323what happened and Group 3 complained angrily that a boy, Eric, from Group 2, went into their
324Minecraft world and destroyed all their creations. F2 resolved the issue by reminding the
325community of their core values: to explore, value and learn from mistakes, and to problem
326solve together.
327We can analyze this event at a monoecological level to see how different interactions
328impacted learning processes at the community level. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the narrative
329events that took place at the community, or “C”, level. In this representation time moves from
330left to right like a music track and is shown in five-minute intervals. For example, at timepoint
331C14 (Community level at 14 min into the session) F2 (Facilitator 2) tells the whole community
332(WC) she will fix the problem.
333This diagram shows the importance that problems play in triggering teacher orchestration
334moves, but also shows how non-collaborative orchestration moves, moves that do not
335exemplify collaborative values connected to a learning community, can lead to more problems.
336After the community encountered a server problem at timepoint C12, Facilitator 2 (F2) told the
337whole community (WC) that she would fix the problem. This orchestration move was
338problematic because it positioned her as the problem solver and placed community members
339in the passive role of solution recipients. As a result, the community sought online games to
340play individually instead of working as a team to seek solutions to the problem. At timepoint
341C17, F2 further encouraged the community to explore Minecraft individually, while she
342worked on resolving the problem. At timepoint C23, the lead facilitator (F1), a graduate
343student, distributed responsibility for solving the problem to the whole community. This more
344collaborative move on the part of F1 led the whole community to stop playing online games
345and take on responsibility for problem solving until F2 shared with the community a solution
346for creating a shared server. F2 then instructed each group to create a shared server and use the
347session to explore Minecraft features that could help them enhance their projects for the next
348session, when they got the university server to work.
349No other discussions occurred at the level of the whole community until F2 heard
350screaming at timepoint C57. F2 asked the whole community what happened and Group 3
351(G3) angrily complained about a student named Eric (E) saying he destroyed their world. This
352move by G3 both articulated a problem and was itself problematic because G3 was looking for
353Eric to be punished for his actions. In response to G3’s move, F2 goes off to speak to Eric

Fig. 1 Diagram of the narrative events taking place at the community (C) level with primary actors, problems,
and relationship between events are depicted with symbols
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354individually. She returned to the whole community at timepoint C65 to remind the community
355about the importance of exploring and to explain how Eric’s actions could help the community.
356This analysis seems incomplete because many questions emerge from it. For example, why
357did F1 choose to contradict F2’s instructions at timepoint C23? Did the students play any role
358in resolving the server problem? Why would Eric destroy Group 3’s world and why did F2
359choose to reaffirm community values at timepoint C64 instead of reaffirming the importance of
360respect for other people’s creations?
361Let us look at these events from a more ecological perspective, one that examines multiple
362levels and their interactions at once. Figure 2 is more complex, introducing two new levels.
363Below our original community (C) level is the group level (G) and below that is the individual
364level (I). There are also more actors depicted within the different levels and a new symbol, the
365thicker darker arrow, depicting relationships between events at different levels of activity.
366What this perspective allows us to see is the prominent role that problems play across all levels
367in shaping the classroom ecology as the majority of trans-level disruptions, events that have
368ripple effects across levels, result from problems and their proposed solutions.
369In Fig. 2, we can see that the problem that was brought to the community’s attention at
370timepoint C12 originated in Group 2 (G2); they were the ones who first realized the Minecraft
371server was down (at timepoint G8). When G2 shared this problem with the class (see Problem
3721 at timepoint G12), F2 responded with the non-collaborative set of moves discussed in the
373previous analysis and also led to non-collaborative activity in the community as the commu-
374nity shifted from group interactions through and about technology to individual interactions
375with technology.
376This more ecological analysis highlights the role that individual students played in resolv-
377ing the server problem and the non-collaborative play. Aron, from Group 2 (shown as A in the
378diagram), ignored the teacher’s instructions and attempted to create his own shared server in

Fig. 2 Diagram of the events taking place at three different levels of cognition, shown on the left of the diagram:
community (C) level, group level (G), and individual level (I): primary actors, problems, and relationship
between events are depicted with symbols
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379Minecraft (see timepoint I18); this is highlighted as a type of problem because the individual
380was not following instructions. F1 saw what Aron was doing (see timepoint I22) and made a
381critical orchestration move. Rather than punishing Aron for not following instructions, she
382interpreted it as a positive, exploratory behavior and decided to encourage the entire commu-
383nity to emulate it. This was why she chose to counter F2’s original instructions by telling
384everyone to “take a risk and go online and figure out how we could create a local server for
385free that everyone could join” (see timepoint C20).
386In response to this move, the entire class stopped playing individual, online games and
387began working collaboratively as a community to resolve the server problem (see timepoint
388C21). This led Aron to share his knowledge with his team and discuss what he had been trying
389to do previously (see timepoint G22). It also allowed Group 4 and Group 2 to work
390collaboratively and find a solution (see timepoint G24).
391After figuring out how to create a local server for their team, Group 4 made a collaborative
392move and shared their solution with F2 (see timepoint G25). Their move is what led F2 to
393share the solution with the whole class (see timepoint C28). Thus, Group 4 played an
394important role in helping the class make progress towards their shared goal.
395Unlike Group 4, Group 2 did not respond in a collaborative manner. They created their
396shared server and then used it to begin off-task play. Bruce (B) and Eric (E) began play fighting
397in Minecraft, each trying individually figure out how to destroy the other’s avatar with
398weapons. This off-task play was especially problematic because it violated a community rule:
399no play fighting in Minecraft.
400Since his partners were occupied, Aron played individually with Minecraft features (see
401timepoint I38). Aron opened a pseudo programming environment in Minecraft that allowed
402him to enter programming codes to make things happen in their world. “I am God”, he said
403laughingly, and used the coding features to make it rain (see timepoint I38). Bruce and Eric,
404curious, looked to see what Aron was doing and emulated his actions for the purpose of
405summoning monsters into their world to destroy the other’s avatar (see timepoints I40 – I44).
406However, when Eric attempted to use the programming features, he encountered a problem, he
407exited his group’s world and unknowingly entered Group 3’s (G3’s) world (see timepoint I46).
408Eric summoned multiple fire-breathing dragons, called Enderdragons, to try to destroy
409Bruce’s avatar (see timepoint G51), not realizing he was in another world. These dragons
410destroyed Group 3’s world and Group 3 became frustrated, not understanding what was going
411on. Then Luke (L) from Group 3 heard excited talk from Group 2, walked over to Eric and saw
412that he was responsible for the destruction (see timepoint I54). Luke ran back to his group and
413told his groupmate, Issac (I). Issac stood up and screamed at Eric, “STOP ERIC” (see
414timepoint I56). This is what F2 heard at timepoint C56, which prompted her to ask the
415community what was going on. Group 3 angrily complained about Eric, loud enough for
416the entire community to hear.
417As the diagram in Fig. 2 shows, the problem had escalated beyond the individual level, where
418Eric was engaging in off-task behavior and not paying attention to what was going on in the
419group. Eric’s lack of regulation affected Group 3 and the entire community by disrupting the day’s
420activities. Nonetheless, F2’s first attempt to resolve the problemwas to address the individual level
421by speaking to Eric (see Fig. 3 for ecological diagram of facilitator and student responses).
422F2 had diagnosed the problem as a self-regulation issue, thinking that Eric’s impulsive
423behavior could have been prevented had he taken time to check to make sure he was in the
424right world. However, when she attempted to teach him this strategy by saying, “What do you
425think is a good idea for you to do if you are entering someone’s world?” (see timepoint I57),
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426Eric shut down emotionally and walked away from his team, saying softly, “I didn’t mean to
427do it” (see timepoint I57.5). When F2 saw how emotionally upset Eric was, F2 walked over to
428Eric and changed tactics. This time she used an individual socioemotional strategy, she
429empathized with Eric. F2 said softly, kindly, “I know, I know; I understand because when
430you’re exploring sometimes things happen”. This did not resolve the issue, Eric repeated sadly,
431“I didn’t know it was going to happen” (see timepoint I58).
432At this point, F2 realized that this was not an individual issue, it was a community issue
433because the community was not creating a space where people could feel safe to explore and
434make mistakes. So, she got the entire community’s attention and said:

43543611. F2 Q4: What's the coolest thing about Minecraft? What does it allow you to do?
43743812. Luke: It allows you to umm, do a lot more things more freely.
43944013. F2: Yeah, and you can explore a lot of stuff, but what happens when you are
441exploring stuff? ...
44244314. Issac: Sometimes things fail.
44444515. F2: Sometimes things fail and sometimes things go wrong. Okay. So, Eric was
446exploring, he got really excited and something went wrong. That's okay. He didn't do
447anything wrong, but then we just have to figure out how to fix it. That's it (smiles).
448

449Then she turned to Eric, smiled and said to him loudly, “so think about it this way, Eric, you
450gave them an opportunity to figure something out. That was a good thing… alright? And you
451can help us to figure out how to do better next time”. Eric says, “Alright”. F2 looks at Eric,
452smiles, and says, “Thanks for helping us figure things out” (see timepoint I59). Eric smiles at
453F2 and then rejoins his group and tries to figure out what went wrong.
454After this episode, the students fromGroup 3 were no longer upset. They rebuilt their creations
455and asked Eric how he summoned the Enderdragon. Eric showed Group 3 how to pull up the
456coding features in Minecraft and enter codes to summon different things. Other individuals began
457experimenting with the programming features and summoning Enderdragons. Isaac from Group
4583, at one point stated loudly, “Why are just so many people trying to let loose Enderdragons and
459just destroy everyone?” Upon hearing this, F1 asked Issac if there was no way to limit the ability
460for others to spawn or destroy structures with command codes. She encouraged him to Google it

Fig. 3 Diagram of the how F2 responded to the problems caused by Eric’s Off-task behavior at three different
levels of cognitive activity, following similar symbols as Figs. 1 and 2
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461and he did, finding a possible solution. The rest of the session went smoothly as students
462experimented with the pseudo-coding environment and other features in Minecraft.
463At the end of the session, the facilitators asked students to finish up and take part in their
464whole class reflection on the day’s activities. The facilitator, F3 asked the kids if they could
465take time to talk about what they learned as individuals and as a group. As students began to
466excitedly talk amongst themselves about the day, Eric stood up and, somewhat uncomfortably,
467admitted to making a mistake and accidently destroying someone’s world. F1 said to the
468community, “And that is really important because Eric felt bad, but it gave us a moment to
469realize that when we are exploring, sometimes stuff goes wrong and if we are really developing
470a design community in here, then we have to help each other and (laughing) forgive each other
471when things go wrong.” Bruce responded with, “We don’t need to forgive for that. That was
472totally awesome, Eric,” and high-fived Eric. Eric smiled and laughed and the class discussed
473all the different things they were able to learn from the day’s session.

474Discussion

475Examining these events from a more ecological perspective allows us to see the important role
476that individuals, groups, authority figures, technology, and the problems that result from their
477interactions play in shaping a collaborative ecology. We were able to see how a technology
478issue could derail an entire class session yet still provide opportunities for learning. We saw
479how a facilitator’s seemingly innocuous instructions for the community to entertain themselves
480while she resolved an issue disrupted collaborative activity because it encouraged disengage-
481ment from the community through individual gameplay. We saw how important the facilita-
482tors’ interpretations of student behaviors were to resolving problems and promoting a more
483collaborative environment. We saw that groups were able to devise solutions that no one in the
484community knew previously when provided with opportunities to solve authentic problems.
485We were also able to see how problems could escalate when not addressed and trickle down to
486produce more problems at multiple levels as occurred with the Enderdragon episode. Finally,
487we saw how it was necessary for the facilitator (F2) to move between different cognitive
488systems in order to resolve a problem that impacted all three cognitive levels.
489Now, some readers may ask, “but what was learned?”: what important design skills or
490concepts did learners develop and how can we measure this learning? If we were simply
491examining the event from the perspective of the small group, we would have been
492disappointed by the lack of small group collaboration that occurred. From this perspective,
493the biggest learning event was groups 2 and 4 working together to figure out how to create
494a shared server. Even when examining the dialogue between Eric and the other groups as
495he taught them to use the pseudo-programming features, the talk was more instructional
496and cooperative than it was collaborative, because Eric was sharing instructions and little
497to no synthesizing or negotiation of different individuals’ ideas occured. What is more, the
498off-task behavior that led to the larger learning event might have been discouraged, since it
499interfered with the possibility of deeper collaboration.
500From an individual cognitive and social constructivist perspective, we could test individuals
501to see how many could create shared servers and use the pseudo-coding features. We could
502then compare individual learning outcomes to the types of social interactions that took place.
503We could also measure how much learners enjoyed the daily sessions and try to connect these
504outcomes to different social processes.
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505From a socio-cultural perspective we could track Eric’s participation in the commu-
506nity and his shift from peripheral to central participant to see how he became more
507central overtime. We could also examine tensions between desired and existing prac-
508tices, values, roles, and ways of interpreting problems so as to identify obstacles to
509design interventions.
510The problem is that none of these approaches on their own could help us to see how
511orchestration moves and learner interactions across cognitive levels can facilitate a
512collaborative ecology. On their own none of these approaches could show the prominent
513role that problems had in shaping the ecology and the opportunities for learning they
514provided, especially for critical socio-emotional learning like managing emotions related
515to failure.
516Managing failure is an important socio-emotional skill that is crucial to the ongoing success
517of a design community (McGrath 1999; Van der Panne et al. 2003). Innovation does not
518happen in the absence of failure, but rather often because of or in spite of it (Van der Panne
519et al. 2003). In engineering and software design, practitioners are taught to test to failure, the
520goal being to push a design until it fails in order to develop a better understanding of its
521limitations and iteratively reduce them.
522Though accepting failure is such an integral part of product design, it also happens to be
523one of the most difficult skills and values for individuals and communities to develop
524(McGrath 1999). Communities that do not manage failure well, by harshly punishing those
525within its community who make mistakes, risk producing a less creative environment: One
526where community members learn to fear failure, actively avoid creative risk-taking, and hide
527errors, failures, and gaps in knowledge from the community. These types of risk-averse
528behaviors are associated with less organizational learning and less potential for innovation
529over time (Edmondson 1999).
530As this case demonstrates, working collaboratively in groups and as part of a
531community was a challenge for club members. They were largely unaccustomed to
532making joint decisions or sharing resources to create collective products. To help
533students work in groups, facilitators focused on using process problems as opportunities
534to reflect on aspects of socio-emotional learning; model cognitive regulation strategies
535such as predicting consequences; model emotional regulation strategies such as reap-
536praisal, reframing, and perspective taking; and discuss how individual actions can cause
537systemic impacts to a learning community. In doing so, students were learning to think
538more systemically, become more open to reflecting on their own experiences, and share
539their feelings with the community: something that poses huge emotional risks. All of this
540socio-emotional learning allowed other forms of learning to occur, like learning how to
541use the pseudoprogramming features. These types of learning experiences could then be
542used to introduce more complex forms of programming. More importantly, individuals
543learned that they could experiement with more complex activities and fail and that was
544okay, even if it caused problems for the community. They learned this from experience,
545because they saw that the community valued the potential learning opportunities that
546resulted from Eric’s failure and therefore could feel safe to try new things, make
547mistakes, and share their learning, positive and negative, with the community. This
548learning experience was really important to this community, which is why the story of
549the “distructive Enderdragon” was retold over the next 2 years by older members to new
550members, without prompting, when ever the concept of the of learning from failure was
551discussed by facilitators.
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552Conclusion

553We have argued that the primary theoretical frameworks we currently rely on may be
554inadvertently limiting the scope of our investigations and the impact of our research. As
555Greeno et al. (1996) stated, when focusing on the design and assessment of learning
556environnments and efforts to contribute to fundamental scienctific understanding:

557558“In research and development of this kind, questions about theory are not limited to
559whether or not use of theory is coherent and leads accurate predictions, we also ask, as a
560central question, whether it works - that is, do the concepts and principles of the theory
561inform practice in productive ways” (pg. 41).
562

563Though the field of CSCL has had many successes, Wise and Schwarz (2017) have highlight-
564ed an important and central problem in the field, that our current use of theories causes tensions
565and often does not address our very reason for being: transforming classroom practice into
566more equitable, higher-order, social learning spaces. We should be highly concerned with how
567we use learning theories to understand complex collaborative systems and prioritize the use of
568theory for helping to make these processes more accessible to teachers and facilitators. While
569we are in no way arguing that our analysis and diagrams are simple to create or understand, the
570development of better more refined micro-ecological diagrams and examples could help
571teachers and facilitators to reflect on their approaches to classroom management and think
572about whether the way they respond to problems is helping or hurting the development of a
573collaborative ecology. For example, after creating these diagrams and sharing it with the
574graduate student facilitators, they were surprised to realize how beneficial interactional
575problems that occurred during the session were to the community and began seeing new
576interactional problems as opportunities for them to practice collaborative orchestration pro-
577cesses. This may seem like common sense to some, but there is a negative stigma attached to
578interactional problems that pushes teachers/facilitators to try to resolve them as quickly as
579possible, without thinking about the opportunities they could provide for learning. Novice
580facilitators and teachers are likely to be too cognitively overloaded with orchestrating these
581complex environments to pursue such opportunities at first, but ecological analysis as part of
582professional development could be used as a means to help teachers/facilitators make sense of
583complex activity, identify problems, and devise strategies for how they could use these
584problems to promote a more collaborative ecology.
585
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